1. TITLE
2. The Legacy We Create is the Legacy We Leave
Synergy WorldWide empowers people on their quests to live healthy, meaningful lives. We offer
innovative business opportunities based on scientific health solutions, because we believe that
when people are physically and financially able, they will make a positive difference in this
world.
3. Solid Foundation. Proven Success.
Synergy is a Nature’s Sunshine Company, internationally thriving and committed to quality,
results, and integrity. Nature’s Sunshine, Synergy WorldWide’s publicly traded parent company,
has been an industry giant for over 40 years and provides Synergy with an enormous amount of
resources.
4. We have been named by Forbes as one of “America’s 100 Most Trustworthy Companies”. In
fact, we were the only Direct Selling Company on the list, and one of only four companies
categorized as “Pharmaceutical” to be named.
5. Envisioning Health & Prosperity
Dan Higginson founded Synergy in 1999 with a vision to “help people everywhere attain better
health, grow more prosperous, and support communities in need.” Today, that vision is
becoming a reality in more than 25 markets internationally.
6. The Better You Feel, the Better You Live
As a trusted natural supplement manufacturer, we focus on helping people around the world
increase health to better leave a legacy. We focus on the well-being of our customers and the
reputation of our Team Members. It has been said that the greatest wealth is health, and we
believe that to be true. We aim to provide the highest quality health solutions to all who seek
them.
7. Synergy Innovation
We do our homework. At the Hughes Center for Research and Innovation, Synergy’s state-ofthe-art clinic and laboratory space, our Medical & Scientific Advisory Board and their staff work
continuously to develop real health solutions for a world in need.
8. Synergy Innovation (2)
The Synergy Medical & Scientific Advisory Board is composed of doctors, scientists, and leaders
in the field of health and nutrition. Dr. Matthew Tripp is our company’s Chief Scientific Officer

and serves as the head of this Advisory Board. As a doctor of physiology, microbial genetics, and
microbiology with more than 100 patents under his name, Dr. Tripp has dedicated his extensive
career to managing the discovery, development, safety, and clinical validation of medical foods
and nutraceuticals.
“My passion is making a difference in the world,” Dr. Tripp said. ”You might call it a personal
mission, if you will. It’s not religion based, it’s just seeing a great level of chronic illness in the
world and asking, ‘How can I make a difference?’ and ‘How can we work together?’”
9. Synergy Manufacturing.
At Synergy, we formulate and proudly create the products that are improving lives around the
world. Our manufacturing facility is NSF certified and is recognized for excellence in
manufacturing practices. We refuse to leave the quality of our products in the hands of anyone
else.
10. Synergy Quality Assurance.
We ensure quality from start to finish. The Synergy Quality Assurance department performs
thorough audits around the world at the source of our ingredients. Upon arrival, those
ingredients are tested to confirm identity, safety, and potency. Additionally, every lot we
manufacture goes through additional testing. This multi-million dollar annual investment in
quality ensures a finished product you can count on.
11. TRUSTED.
For decades, we have worked to earn our reputation and live by our mission statement. From
entrepreneurs and business professionals, to world-class athletes from around the world,
millions of people have put Synergy to the test. Our products and our company are changing
lives every day.
12. Introducing the Synergy product line, available to our Team Members and customers in markets
throughout Europe.
13. Synergy’s premiere health enhancement product is ProArgi-9+. The 2015 edition of the
Physician’s Desk Reference lists ProArgi-9+ as “the world’s highest quality l-arginine
supplement.”*
Like all Synergy products, each batch of ProArgi-9+ is tested for potency and purity, protecting
against potential contaminants by testing down to parts per trillion.


Ref: http://www.pdr.net/full-prescribing-information/proargi-9?druglabelid=3236

14. One of the primary ingredients in ProArgi-9+ is l-arginine, which was researched by three
American scientists who were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1998 for discovering its powerful
health benefits.
ProArgi-9+ contains five essential vitamins: Vitamin C, Vitamin D3, Vitamin K, Vitamin B6, and
Vitamin B12. Each plays a vital role in supporting the body’s overall performance. Vitamin C
contributes to the normal functioning of the nervous and immune systems while reducing
fatigue and contributing to normal psychological function. Vitamin B6 and B12 share a few
health benefits with Vitamin C, but also play an important role in normal red blood cell
formation and homocysteine metabolism. Vitamin K has a set of its own benefits, playing a key
part in maintaining normal bones and blood coagulation.
15. Synergy’s e9 energy formula combines the power of l-arginine with high-quality ingredients to
provide you with the stamina required to meet life’s demands. Today, there are dozens of quick
fixes for low energy, but with e9’s unique blend of vitamins and natural caffeine sources, you
can trust that you are taking a product that supports your healthy lifestyle.
16. Benefits of e9
• Long-lasting, healthy energy through a unique, low-calorie formulation
• Contributes to normal, energy-yielding metabolism
• Plays a role in the reduction of tiredness and fatigue
• Contributes to normal psychological and mental function
• Supports the body’s natural ability to produce energy
• Great-tasting piña colada flavor
• Sweetened with steviol glycosides that occur naturally in stevia leaves
17. You can reduce your daily caloric intake by substituting breakfast with SLMsmart’s Meal
Replacement shake. This innovative meal substitute supplies your body with the nutrients it
needs to operate at its best while supporting your weight management goals.
18. Protein Blend: The SLMsmart Meal Replacement features three protein sources: whey, soy, and
casein. Proteins contribute to the growth and maintenance of muscle mass. The amino acids
from whey protein appear in the blood almost immediately after consumption. Soy protein
amino acids appear next followed by casein protein. Together, these power-packed ingredients
will leave your body feeling satisfied and ready to tackle the day.
Energy Blend: The healthy carbohydrates and fats found in SLMsmart Meal Replacement were
strategically formulated to fuel your metabolism and give you the energy that life demands.
Maltodextrin, canola oil, and sunflower oil are just a few of the ingredients that will help you
maintain your energy levels, stay satisfied, and achieve your target weight.
Vitamin & Mineral Blend: SLMsmart Meal Replacement contains the essential nutrients found
in a balanced meal, including calcium, iron, potassium and B vitamins, which act as an effective
alternate to your normal breakfast, lunch or dinner routine.

19. Mistify is a powerful liquid food supplement, which contains Vitamin B6, açaí berry, and green
tea extract.
20. This extraordinary supplement is rich in flavor and incorporates a delicious blend of fruit and
berry extracts and concentrates: grape, blueberry, raspberry, cranberry, bilberry, and
pomegranate. Vitamin B6, found in Mistify, has been shown to contribute to:
• Normal psychological function
• Normal red blood cell formation
• Normal homocysteine metabolism
21. Synergy’s PhytoLife is a rich combination of chlorophyllin (sodium copper chlorophyllin) and
peppermint oil with quality in every drop.
22. Sourced from mulberry leaves and alfalfa, Phytolife’s chrlophyllin brings a variety of benefits.
Additionally, the peppermint oil found in PhytoLife contributes to normal digestive function and
helps turn ordinary water into a great-tasting drink that you can enjoy throughout the day. This,
along with its fresh taste and liquid form, makes PhytoLife a great companion in your food
supplement regime.
23. Body Prime helps your body benefit from a nutritional regimen. With a significant amount of
magnesium, it contributes to normal energy metabolism and valuable electrolyte balance. These
factors are perfect primers for your system to initiate your next health program.
24. Body Prime is an effective formula that you’ll feel progressively. Together, apple pectin and
prune powder make up the majority of one dose’s contents. Consequently, this is a gentle
formula made with familiar fruit sources.
25. NO BETTER TIME THAN YOUR TIME.
For those who are ready to transform their health, we invite you to put Synergy’s products to
the test and begin reaping the benefits they provide.
Remember, the legacy we leave is the legacy we are building now. Every minute you spend
bettering yourself, helping others, and changing the world is time well spent. Whether you want
to transform your health or your lifestyle, Synergy has the platform to build on.
26. EXPERIENCING THE LIFE YOU WANT?
The majority of working adults work in a typical pattern--working under an employer, earning
enough to get by. How many will act beyond the typical pattern to discover a greater, residuallygrowing income, earning enough to experience life the way you want to experience it?

27. EARNING WHAT YOUR TIME IS WORTH?
Traditionally-employed individuals trade time for money. Wages are earned and spent, and time
flies by. Are you earning what your time is worth?
28. LIMITATIONS STEALING OUR TIME.
Our time in this life may be short. Will we let the quality of our lives be limited by schedules
beyond our control or poor health? Or will we treat our bodies to the nutrition it needs to enjoy
as much of our time as possible?
29. It’s time to do some good for yourself and for the people you value. Your potential is great, and
you are not alone.
30. Since Synergy’s beginning, the company has operated on a structure of teamwork. For this
reason, Synergy distributors are referred to as Team Members.
You can grow your own business, and you can help others find success along with you. You will
be involved in a culture of mentors and leaders who are personally vested in your success. Most
importantly, there will be no limits to what you can achieve.
31. Own a system of doing it your way.
The Synergy opportunity is an investment in health, in quality, and in freedom to live by your
own timeline. It’s an investment that can produce significant rewards. Some Synergy Team
Members work to add a little extra to their monthly income. Some focus on establishing a
substantial business-yielding and impressive residual income. Whatever your goals may be, you
are in control, and you can find success.
32. In order to spread our health solutions around the world, and to empower men and women to
Leave a Legacy, Synergy generously compensates its Team Members. Should you choose to
invest in a Synergy business of your own, you can earn a return on that investment in at least
seven different ways.
33. The most unique and powerful way to earn a residual income as a Synergy Team Member is with
the Mega-Match bonus.
34. Synergy enables you to earn a residual income based on retail profits, lucrative bonuses, and
basic commissions stemming from the sale of Synergy products. The Mega-Match, unique to
Synergy, is a 100% euro-for-euro match paid to you based on all the basic commissions earned
by those you personally sponsor. With no limits to the number of people you can match, there is
power in the Mega-Match.
35. In addition to the income you will be earning, Synergy has a recognition and rewards program
for its most efficient business builders. This is the Synergy Elite Honours program.

36. The purpose of the Elite Honours program is to recognize and rewards Team Members who are
working to create a stable foundation on which they can build a profitable business.
To become Elite Honours Qualified each month, there are a few activities you should focus on
within your business. First, you’ll need to be subscribed to Synergy’s Autoship service. This
service allows Synergy to ship your month’s supply of product automatically.
For the purposes of your Synergy business, every Synergy product has an assigned
“commissionable volume” or “CV.” To earn Elite Honours, you’ll want to activate (or personally
sponsor) a new Team Member with an order of 200 CV.
Your business, an Elite Synergy business, should also be operating with at least 600 CV of
product monthly. This is product you may be using personally or selling for retail profits. The
volume is called “TC1” volume, because it’s product circulating through the first “tracking
center” of your business.
*For more information about the tracking center hubs of your business, request the information
from the presenter or see the Mega-Match Compensation Plan manual available as a free
download at Synergyworldwide.com
37. The Go Elite Bonus.
When you, as an Elite Synergy business owner, qualify for Elite Honours, you may choose to help
those that you’ve enrolled to do the same. Through August, 2016, Synergy will incentivize you to
grow your business this way with an added bonus.
If you and two of the Team Members that you’ve personally sponsored, new or existing, become
Elite Honours Qualified, you’ll receive a check for €250. If four personally sponsored Team
Members qualify, you’ll earn a €500 bonus.
The biggest Go Elite bonus is reserved for those Team Members who can help 10 of their
personally sponsored Team Members to become Elite Honours Qualified. When this is
accomplished, a total bonus of € 1,200 is paid out.
This exciting bonus is simply the tip of the iceberg. The real benefits that result in executing Elite
Honours’ wise business-building actions are the long-lasting rewards that come from personally
sponsoring Team Members and Mega-Matching their commissions.
38. Synergy rewards its Team Members in many ways beyond commissions and monetary bonuses.
Every year, Synergy hosts exciting retreats for European and worldwide leaders. You’ll want to
learn how to qualify for Team Manager Academy, an annual event held at a luxury resort high in
the Austrian Alps. Legacy Retreat is also held every year. One year we took our Team Members
to Hawaii, another year we vacationed in Dubai, and before that we were in the Bahamas.
Where are we going next? You’ll want to find out, and we want to bring you with us.*

*These are qualification events. See synergyworldwide.com for qualification details.
39. More important than the vacations and luxuries that come with Synergy Team Membership is
the company’s dedication to helping those in need.
For this reason, Synergy cooperates with several service and humanitarian organizations around
the world. We have a well-established partnership with the Five Star Legacy Foundation, an
organization that works to alleviate the suffering of children, families, and communities by
breaking the poverty cycle through three initiatives: literacy for children, hope through
scholarships for higher education, and self-reliance through entrepreneurism.
Along with the Five Star Legacy Foundation, Synergy Team Members and leaders are able to
make a positive impact in places of need all over the globe.
40. What would you like to achieve? What are your goals?
If you want to improve your health, Synergy is proud to offer you the finest products to help you
achieve that goal.
If you want to improve your lifestyle…
If you want to spend more time doing what you believe is important…
If you want to increase your income… by a little or a lot…
If you want to partner with a trustworthy organization powered by mentors and teamwork…
If you want to leave a Legacy…
We invite you to become a part of Synergy WorldWide today.
41. END

